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The following is the Short List containing the Register Numbers of candidates who are found provisionally eligible to
be called for Interview subject to the verification of the Original documents, for selection to the post of PHYSICAL
EDUCATION TEACHER (HIGH SCHOOL) - MALAYALAM MEDIUM - KOLLAM (Category No. 711/2022 ) in
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT on RS 35600 - 75400 /- on the basis of the OMR Examination held on 27-07-2023.

The Register Numbers are arranged in their numerical sequence and the arrangement does not in any way, indicate
their respective rank on the basis of the said test. The candidates whose numbers are included in Short List are
directed to be present in person and produce original documents for One Time Verification and Interview. Date,time
and venue of verification and interview will be intimated through profile message and SMS.

DISTRICT OFFICE, KOLLAM

Phone : 0474-2743624
eMail : kpsc.psc@kerala.gov.in

SL.No.

NOTIFICATION

Main List
100259 100273 100279 100288 100303 100317

100333 100341 100926 101011 101433 101566

Supplementary List
Ezhava/Thiyya/Billava

100324 100352 100396 100410 100428

Scheduled Caste

100296 100306 100320 100499 101263

Scheduled Tribe

101530 101731

Muslim

100323 100332 100734 101105 101486

Latin Catholics/A.I

100072 100347 100351 100356 101562

OBC

100322 100436

Viswakarma

100283 100299 100318 100368 100490

SIUC Nadar

100062 100087
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Scheduled Caste Converts to Christianity

100319

Dheevara

Nil

Hindu Nadar

Nil

Economically Weaker Section

100290 100302 100305 100329 100339

List of Differently Abled Candidates for 4% Reservation
Not Eligible
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Office of the
Kerala Public Service Commission
District Office, KOLLAM

Approved for Issue,

Section Officer

THANKAM T A
DISTRICT OFFICER

KERALA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
District Office, KOLLAM

Note :- (1) Inclusion of Register Numbers in this list is purely provisional subject to scrutiny and admission of
application on absolute basis. Inclusion of Register numbers in the Short List does not confer any right on the
candidate for inclusion in the Ranked List.

Note :- (2) The list has been prepared by including the number of eligible and qualified candidates who have secured
top marks in the OMR Test.

Note :- (3) ) 12 (Twelve ) candidates who have secured top most marks in the OMR Examination are included in the
Main List of the Short List . The marks secured by the last candidate in the Main List is 48 ( Forty Eight ) marks . For
the purpose of satisfying the rules of reservation of appointment to Sheduled castes/Sheduled tribes /Other Back ward
classes (and other reserved catagories if any ) necessary supplementary list is prepared by including sufficient
number of candidates from lower mark range in the order of merit of the candidates belonging to such classes .

Note :- (4) Candidates included in the Short List should present and produce in person the original documents for One
Time Verification and interview. Date,time and Venue of OTR Verification and interview will be intimated through
profile message and SMS.

Note :- (5) According to the existing procedure, revaluation of answer scripts is not allowed but answer scripts can be
rechecked after the publication of Ranked List. Detailed instructions will be published in the Ranked List to be
published for the post.

Note :- (6) SC/ST Candidates included in the Short List are required to produce Community certificate (in Form III
digitally signed ) issued by the concerned Revenue authority . Candidates belonging to other reservation group should
produce Non Creamy layer certificate and those who claimed EWS should produce relevant certificate issued by
Village officer at the time of OTR Verification.

Note :- (7) Copy of answer scripts of the OMR Test held on 27-07-2023 will be issued to those candidates who, apply
for the same remitting the prescribed fee after approval of the Ranked List. Candidates whose Register Numbers are
invalidated are advised to refer to Notification No : ER II(1) 4384/2023/EW dated 28.11.2023.

Total number of Candidates in the ShortList : 49

Number of Candidates in the Main List : 12

Number of Candidates in the Supplementary List : 37


